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COUNTRVY- DANCING 
M AD E 

PLAIN and EASY. 

To 

EVE REY. CA FACES 

CONTAINING 

A full Deſcription of all the Ficures 

Made uſe of in that 

FASHIONABLE AMUSEMENT. 

& A TV: MS 

Proper Management of the Hanps and FEET. 

Illuſtrated with 

TWO COPPER PLATES, 
Shewing the Fig uxks by Tract Lines. 

To which are added, 

Inſtructions for taking off CounTay-Daxces 
from the printed Directions: and two new Dances, 
on a new Plan, containing all the Figures, Alſo 
ſome Rur Es of Goop Mannexs to be obſerved by 
Country-Dancers. 

By A. D. DancinG-MasTEs. 

— 

LONDON, 
Printed for T. DuRHAM, in the Strand, 1764. 
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T- Hough I do not pretend, by this 
little treatiſe, to make any per- 

fon a perfect maſter of Country- 
dancing, yet, with the help of theſe 
my inſtructions, and their taking 
ſome opportunities of going into com- 
pany, and by the aſſiſtance of a good 
partner, begin with ſome eafy dances, 
by which any one, having a good ear 
to muſic, may very ſoon become a pro- 
ficient. 

Making a fri obſervation on 
thoſe who divide their cadence, or 
time, properly, to make their figures 
begin and end with that part of the 

A 3 tant 
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zune le ar him, and the pro. | 
Per method of uſing the feet, which 
is calked the. Sleh, In moving For 

wards through the Heurer; ; and. 
Setting or ＋ 0oting, in moving the 

e Bebind. 

9 1 is not EIS underſtood by 
Kee or chara@ers, except by pro- 
fed maſters, 1 ſhall endeavour to 
explain them in as plain a manner 
as . paſſible, fo that a little practice 
vill ſoon make them eaſy and fa- 
We | 

* 

"But the 3 part * that 

en purzeles all, young beginners, 
r. perſons who through mattention 

ci. ſebeol, or baving te oft off too young 
and 4 
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end, for want of practice, have for- 
got, and even old prattitioners, be- 
ing often at a loſs in performing ſome | 
figures that are ſeldom uſed ;. 

For remedying all which inconve- 
uiences, you will find collected in 
this little book all the figures chiefly 
made uſe of in the modern method of 
Country-danting, either by traci 

lines, or by @ full explanation of 
thoſe that cannot be deſcribed by lines; 
all fo plainly laid down, that any 
perſon, by looking at the figure and 

deſeription of it, may eaſily perform 
it at firſt trial; which muſt be of 
great uſe to all theſe who are defirous 
of becoming, proficien: ts in this fa- 
FO am? e eſpecially thoſe 

* 4 * us 
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- "rbe country; 10h: cunnot havy- r 
„ eier wn of ' adjuſting them- 0 

Alon fe ae — un not un- 0 
3 NW ao io c 

15 | a 

And any n * _ not 2 
Being leſs than: four, may eaſily per- 
fet# themſelves ſo as to be able to | 
perform in company, with little or | 
no heſitation; und alſo the double 
dances, by either placin g'7 7 chairs; 
or $5 fg a third Cu. - 

Aud whereas ware" are many 
people vb "write directions for 
Country- danceo, that. do not under- 
tand by wwhat names to direct the i- 

gures, I have traben care to abbre- 
1 and yet ſo plain as to bt 

eaſier 
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rafier underfiood by the ſngle nume 
of- a figure-t ban by a lang direction; = 

and that by different peoplean dier? 
ent words. For example; I baue 

often ſeen, * The firſt Cu lead down 
through the fecond-Ctt;-and. go on the 
outfide of the third Cu; then lead up 
through-the third Cu, and go on tbe 
outfide of the fecond Cu. All this 
may be called, Whale figure down 
nnd up on yaun own fides.' And. 
again ; ** The firſt man lead his part- 
ner down, and leave her in the third 
woman's place, and lead up the third 
woman; 'thenthe third man lead up 
the firft. man, and lend datum hit 
partner.“ Mis may be readily un- I. 

der toad Ly ſayings dt Tue fir and... 
third. men «\fhaft\ pariners. . Hu 

Mes. 6e 
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fo of many. others : and it is to by 
wiſhed, that all perſons who make 

directions for Country-dances, would 
fix upon one method of expreſſing 
them. TI ſhould alſs be obliged to 
any one wha will inform me of any 
figures that have ſlipped my memory 
or obſervation. It will alſo be a 
favour done me, if my Brothers of 

the Profeſſion will be kind enough 
to recommend one of theſe my little 
books in each of their ſchools ; as it 
would greatly leſſen their fatigue, 
for the youngeſt capacity is capable, 

by it of inſtructing themſelves, if will- 
ing, by way of leiſure hours amuſe- 
ment. T ſhall only further add, that 

n real is tontion by this little treatiſe 
is ferving the Public, ou whoſe 

clemency 

cle 

ma 

yer 
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clemency 1 rely : and thoug 5 * 

F may not happen to Pleaſe I fralt 
yet remain their” 

Nieft ebedient ſervant, 

* 
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CouNTRY- DANCING 

MADE 

PLAIN and EASY, 

anf AAA AAA AAA 

The Uſe of the Feet explained, 

HE firſt thing to be obſerved 
in thoſe, as well as all other 

dances, is the proper uſe of the feet 
in moving, as it cannot otherwiſe be 
called Dancing (though often lighted 
by many, who are very ready with the 
figures.) To attain which, you are 
to take notice, that though there are 
tunes of different ſorts of time, viz. 
common time, triple time, &c. yet 
one method of moving will ſerve for 
them all, by doing it faſter or ſlower, 

- which 
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. which a perſon's ear will naturally lead 
him to do; the ſtep of iiſelf being ſo 
ſimple and plain, any one may ſoon 

perfect themſelves in it, as it is nothing 

more than a ſtep forwards, and a hop, 
or rather a little ſlip, of-the ſame foot, 

by an eaſy ſpring along the floor: this 
done to the time, firſt with the one 

foor and then with the other, alternate- 

ly, beginning with the right, is the 
method of wo Wodgh. the fi- 
gures. | 

In ſetting, or footing, there is no 
other difference but that of moving the 
foot behind cloſe to the other, inſtead 

of ſtepping forwards with it, and hop- 
ping as before, being careful to move 
yourſelf as little backwards with it as 

poſſible,” When you have made your; 

N pretty Page! in theſe ſingly, you 

may 
” 
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may then obſerve, that Country- dance 
tunes are chiefly divided into eight 

bars, or times of moving; a ſtep and 
hop in one complete figure or part of 
the tune: for example, if you caſt off 
two CU ; to do it properly it will re- 
quire eight movements, of a ſtep and 
hop each; conſequently. take up one 
ſtrain or part of the tune. And again, 

if you foot a-croſs and turn, it muſt 
be done by footing four times behind, 
and turning upon four ſteps forwards, 
which makes up the eight: for the 
more ready performance of which, I 
would adviſe to pitch upon any Coun- 

try-dance tune you know, and can ſing 
or hum over, and with it practiſe about 
the room four footings and four ſteps, 
alternately, till you find that you can 
ſhift from one to the other readily, al- 

ways being ſure to begin with the right 
COT os 0s. 
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foot and end with the left, and done 
with as much eaſe as poſſible, without 
ſpringing too far from the floor : and 
this will he ſufficient to direct any one 
who is intent upon learning. 

The Uſe of the Arms explained. 

HERE are, properly ſpeaking, 
but three ways of making uſe of 

the arms, viz. Leading, Drawing, and 
Swinging, Leading is when two or 
more perſons, having their faces turned 
one way, move forwards, and at the 
ſame time join the hands that are next 
to each other : for example, to lead 
down; the CU fo doing muſt turn their 
faces towards the bottom of the dance, 
the man taking the woman's right hand 
in his left, and ſo moving forwards. 

g The 
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The ſame to be obſerved ſor any other 
ſigure. 

There is alſo a method of leading 
called Arm- in-· arm: and this may be 

done different ways; but the proper 

method is hooking by the elbows, or 
middle of the arm, next each other: 

Though the modern way 1s, putting; 
each theic furtheſt of-arms behind 

their back, viz. the man's left and 

woman's right; and croſſing their 
neareſt arms behind, the man taking 
the woman's. right hand in his, and 
the woman taking the man's left hand 
in hers.” 

(Drawing) is when two perſons are 
face to face, and joining both hands, 
the one moving backward and draw- 
ing the other forwards, in any figure 

B directed. 
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| directed. Under the denomination of 
| Drawing may alſo be taken that of 

three, four, or ſix-hand- round, as each 

perſon may be juſtly ſaid t to draw the 
other all round. 8 

(Swinging) is when any two perſons 
being face to face, and joining both 
right or both left hands, each moving 
forwards round. This is properly 
done by hooking at the elbows ; tho? 
the modern way is by the hands. Un- 
der this denomination may, be that 
of four- hands-acroſs, as each perſon 
ſwings their oppoſite corner: : and alſo 
turning, though with joining both 
hands, as mene moves forwards round. 

10 

There is like waßs a way 9. moving 
called Galloping, 1n d the hands 

| are Ale vie with both'hands joined, : 
I 

| | * |; | SR I18--111 <= both 
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both move ſide ways together, "Either | 
to one fide or the other, Fan 

gu Y 

Momo! bas 10 1001 9917 

01 big vifler 34 yam: noheg 

Some chinge to be obſerved. previous r 

"the reef 
9 WI ' * 1

 1 
; 2 01 * C 

HE .d v. the Mariner of Pha: 

Women 3. * * i hn T = 

Men FLIP a 
3s _ T3 

5g 

| 58 

as you will ſee i in 1 the 4 the dance 
always beginning at the top of the 
room; or it may be called the top of 
the room wherever the dance is begun, 
with this rule, that all the men muſt 
be ranged « on one: ſide, with each his 
partner opp9 ite to bim, and. that end 

on which the man's let hand, ang wo 
ä man” $ right are next, is the beginning 

-B.2 Or 
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or top of the dance: and they being 
the firſt CU, have the full liberty to 

chuſe what dance they think proper, 
which is called Leading down ; for 

when they have completed any num- 
ber of figures contained in a dance, if 
properly directed, they will be ſure of 
finding themſelves in the ſecond CU's 
place, or a CU nearer the bottom; 
from waence they are to begin again, 
and fo on till they come quite to the 
bottom of all the dancers. 

Ia all dances that require but two 
Couple to perform them, the firſt CU 
muſt have completed the figures twice, 

before the ſecond CU (who will then 

be at the top) can begin: and if three 

Couple, thrice. And you are then to be 
careful not to miſs beginning; which 
will keep the whole of the dancers 
moving or in action. 

The 
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The next thing to beobſerved in the 
plates, is the marks for giving the 
hands, as they ſhould never be made 
uſe of, but in the figures directed: 

; | . 0 

viz, Leading is marked thus * 40 
8 O. 2 

Drawing thus 4 2, and Swinging 
8 O © 4 

thus 2 ; Hands-round the ſame as 
© . 

Leading; Turning the ſame. as Draw- 
ing (though your movement, be the 

ſame as ſwinging) ; and Hands-acroſs 
the ſame as Swinging: all which 
ſhould be done gracefully. 

If in the pe -rformance, or at the end 
of any figure, you are on your partne1's 
lice, you are then ſaid to be Impro, 
per; if on your owa, chen ee : 
and all complete dances n mult, End 
Proper. 5 

By” here 
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There are ſeveral thiags introduded 
in Country-dances which cannot be 
called Figures, ſuch as Beckoning, 
Clapping of Hands, and Beating with 
the Feet, any number of times direct- 
ed; Turning Single (which is only 
turning yourſelf round in the place 
where you ſtand): and formerly many 
others, not now Wan ule W. 

Pbere are ſome other Wings to be 
obſerved, before we proceed to the 
Figures; which are, that almoſt all 

modern dances require at moſt but 

three Couple to perform them; and the 
firſt CU being the dancers, when they 
find themſelves in the ſecond CU's 

place, the third CU being on their right 
hand, 1s called the bottom CU ; and- 

the ſecond CU being ontheir left hand, 
is called the top CU: fo if I ſay, Four 

hands, 
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hands acroſs at bottom, it is done with 

the third. CV; and, Right and left 
at top, it is done with the and CU. 

And mheds. you. 5 a nile * 
ſtroke on the tract lines, it denotes 

that the line contains two figures, the 
firſt of which requires the uſe of the 
hands, and that they are there ſepa - 
rated, being ſure not to turn yourſelves 

round, but ſtill keep Ong forwards: 
on your tract. YT 

4 TTY 2 Try Ee 101909 Zn DIR CI ale 

11903 01G 211199 9 2 DNO03TZ!I PA? 
A 

{ vi 5 41 0). - DB or di balls» Of 
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He Hit 

Cannot be conveniently deſcribed 
dy TKAETS > 

To Right and Left. 

HE moſt difficult fgure to 
young beginners is that of Right 

and Left: to perform this, it requires 
two Couple, being placed properly, 
each oppoſite their partner; then let all 

2 ſure to pals on the right ſide of their 
partner, and give the right hand in 
paſting, all moving forward round; 

tl.e fitſt man and ſecond woman on a 

circle to the right, and the firſt woman 

and Trend man on a cifcle to the left, 

cach 

A A — ww! 

«ak 
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each miſſing their oppoſite corners, 
will next meet woman to woman and 

man to mah, whp are to paſyon Ithe-. 

left ſides of each other, and give the 
left hand in paſſing, and' being careful 
not to turn the contrary way from your 
circles, nor keep the hands joined too 
long, as it ſtops each party from moy- 
ing on. 

* 

There are two ways of dancing 
Right and Left; to practiſe which, the 

Couples muſt change places; the firſt 
CU will then be the ſecond, and the ſe- 
cond CU will be the firſt; and then you 

are to proceed by the ſame direction. 

This for practice may be continued 
as long as you pleaſe; tho' in the com 
mon rate of dancing, never above one 
whole round; in which time all give 

each. 
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each hand twice, and arrive at their 

on proper places. f. 

g 29 | hh TINLEY fi 

This may alſo be done by any even 

number of perſons in à large ring: 2 
| by this rule let every two ſtand face 2 

to face, and join their right hands; ; 
| then all move on together, taking the 
h left hand of the next they meet, and 

right of the next, and fo on alternate- 
ly, as long as you pleaſe. 

Ev 

To 15. 

EIS, in the common run of 
dancing, requires three perſons. 

to perform it. Suppoſe one man and 
two women; the man placing himſelf 

[ in the middle, muſt move: firſt, be- 

1 ginning a whole figure, as deſcribed 
q by. the tract line (ſee F. 8 9. Plate l. ) 

| Then 
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Then the two women, having their 
faces towards each other, both move 
forwards, paſſing on their right ſides, 
each beginning a whole figure; yet 
all muſt be done on the ſame tract, 
and it will ſeem to each perſon as if 

the other two were ſtanding ſtill. In 
dancing this (like Right and Left) is 
ſeldom done above one complete fi- 
gure, at which time every one returns 
to the place from whence they began : 
though ſome make à diſtinct dance of. 
it, by footing in the middle by turns, 
and which they call: Reeling. This 

may alſo be done by four, or any num- 
ber, long ways, turning round when 
you come to the ends. 

4 sq QB 311 | COW OW! 

Heying is done either on your o.] n 
ſides, on improper ſides, or at top and 
bottom; bur, the rules are the ſame, 
the dancers being the firſt mavers. 
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To Lead through Single: 

ls ſeems a little abſurd, as 

leading cannot be done without 
two perſons; but ſo far it may be al- 
lowed to be proper, as it ſnortens a 
deſcription lnto the name of a figure; 
and may be eaſily underſtood by look- 
ing at No. 2. in the plates; with this 
difference only, that while the man 
performs his part ſingly, the woman 
ſtands ſtill, and while the woman 
performs, the man ſtands ſtill. 

To Lead to the Walls, 

I: 18 may be done either by two 
or three Couple, and in different 

ways, viz. the men and women turn- 

ing themſclves. different ways, each 

leads to the wall: they, then face; 
9706 then, 

<2. a wr 6 
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then, turning again, lead to one an- 

other. And again: the men or wo- 

men only turning, all lead totheifame 

wall; then all turning lead back 
again to the middle, and end with 

turning to face partners. 

The ſame rule may be obſerved in 

leading down and up, that is to ſay, 

towards the top and bottom. 

When any of theſe are performed 
by three Couple, each of that Couple 
dancing down muſt be the middle per- 
ſon, and leading one in each hand. 

Fi 

To Foot Abreaft, © © 
+. 

HIS is generally done by three 
Couple, 'and-either-at ſides or at 

top and bottom; but in the common 
courſe 
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courſe of figures, it moſtly happens 
Arſt at top and bottom, and is done cor 
thus: the man falls in between the bot- firſ 
tom CU, taking their hands; and the the 
woman, at the ſame time, falls in be- co: 
'tween the top CU, taking their hands; 
all ſix advance a little, then foot a 

little backwards; then (if followed by 
footing ſides) the man caſts up on his 4 
own fide, and the woman caſts off on 
her own fide, each falling in proper, hi 

and foot as before. N. B. For caſt off 4 

or up, refer to No. 1. in the plates. q 
8 al 

To Frot ccroſs and 7 urn. Bos Þ 

Ps: is abe by wks Couple, 0 
thus: the firſt man and ſecond 1 

Woman, at: the ſame time, foot four 

i times; then turn one*andther by both 
hands, moving forward round to the 

)ght, 
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right, while the firſt woman and fe- 

cond man axe ſtanding ſtill; then the 
firſt, woman and ſecond man perform 

the ſame while the farſt man and fe» 

cond woman are ſtanding ſtill; 

To. Shift Partners. 

HIS is performed by three 
Couple, thus: tlie firſt man leads 

his partner through the ſecond CU, 
.and places her behind the third woman, 

quitting her, and with the other hand 

leads the third woman up into his part- 

ner's place; then the third man leads 
the firſt woman through the ſecond 

CU, and places her behind his "__ 
ner, and quitting her, with the othe 
hand leads his partner down into her 
own place. This may alſo be begun 
by. the third man, firſt leading up- 

To 
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To Foot Contrary Corners, and Turn. 

E 08 is performed by three 
Couple, thus: the dancers being 

in the middle, or ſecond CU*s place, 
each mult advance to their right hand 

corner oppoſite, that is, the man to the 

third woman, and the woman to the 

fecond man at the fame time, and foot 

and turn; then, keeping on the ſame or 
improper ſides, foot and turn the other 
corners, that is, the man the ſecond 

woman, and the woman the third man. 

To String Corners. 

HIS is performed by three 
Couple, thus: the dancers being 
in the ſecond CU's place, the man ad- 
vances to the third woman, and the 

woman to the ſecond man at the ſame 
time, 
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time ard ſwing them by the right 
hands, parting before you have com- 
pleted a full round, or as ſoon as youface 
partners, whom you muſt ſwing in the 

middle by the left hand, rather more 
than a full round, or till the man faces 

the ſecond woman and the woman the 

third man; whom you are again to 
ſwing by the right hands, till you again 
face partners; who are to ſwing again, 
by the left hands in the middle, ſo far 
round as to end proper. 

e Lead down tee Couple; and Caſt up, 
ſecond and third Couples ſolloting. 

12 may be performed by as 
many Couple as pleaſe, thus: the 

firſt CU leads down through the 
middle; as ſoon as they have paſſed: 

the ſecond CU; they join hands and 
E lead 
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| lead cloſe after the firſt CU; when 
both have paſſed the third CU, 
they alſo join. hands, and. follow the 
others; and ſo on for any number. 
And when the firſt comes to the bo- 

tom, they caſt up, all the reſt following 

into their proper places. 

1 But three Couple being the com- 
| mon number in country-dances, by 

this means, the firſt CU leads down 

two, and caſt up two Couple; the ſe- 
cond CU leads down one, and caſts up 
one CU; and the third CU only 
turns round ſingle, as all the move-, 
ments are made round the third CU. 
This may alſo be begun by the third, 

| CU leading up and caſting off. 

— — > OS — 
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20 Coſt off tivo Ctltpleand Lead up, ſecoitd 
and third Couples following. 

Jo ſeemingly is no more than 
the direct reverſe of the forego- 

ing figure; but, upon examination, 
you will find, that all the parties here 
make an equal degree of movement, 
each caſting off and leading up two 
Couple, and is performed thus: all the 
three Couples turning at once their 
faces to the top of the room, and 
joining hands, the firſt CU immediately 
patts, and turning away, caſt off two 
Couple; the ſecond and third Couple, 
leading up, come by tuins to the firſt 
CU's place, each parting and caſting 
off in the fame manner: and when the 
lirſt comes to the third CU's place, 

they again join hands, and lead up to 

1 the 
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the top; the ſecond CU leads to the 
middle, and third CU comes to their 
own places. 

To lead off Arm. in- arm. 

1 IS may be performed by two 
ar three Couple, thus: all turn 

their faces to the top of the room, 
and joining arms, as before directed, 
move all forwards round on a circle to 

the left, till you return to your own. 

places. 
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FIGURES 
DESCRIBED BY 

TRACT LINES. 

Of SINGLE FIGURES, 85 

5 OUGH the figures by tract 
lines, as laid down in the plates, 

are ſafficient to inſtru any perſon, 1 
ſhall give a few directions, proper to 
be obſerved in the performance of 
them. 

To Caſt off one CU, 

(Fig. 1.) Is ſo plain by the tract, 
that it needs no further explanation. 

C3 es 
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the ſecond woman, and the woman 

('38 ) 
To caſt up one CU is only moving 

from the nk to the beginning bl the 
tract. = 303 11 72+ 

"4 ; LY f : 7 & "79 (3 Cf 1 v4 
- 

To Lead down one CU and Caſt up. 

(Fig. 2.) Is very eaſily followed by 
the tract, obſerving the foregoing di- 
rections for giving and parting the 
hands. To lead up or caſt off, is 
only beginning from the ſecond CU's 
place, and moving the direct contrary 

way. A 

Fo Croſs over one CU. 

(Fig. 3.) The CU performing this, 

muſt move forwards, paſſing on the 
right ſides, the man going round the 

going round the ſecond man at the 
| ſame 
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ſame time (which, ends improper:) 
To croſs up one CU, is only begin- 
ning from the ſecond CU*s place, 

and moving up by the ſame directions. 

To Half Figure. 

(Fig. 4.) This is generally begun 
from the ſecond CU's place, either 
through the top or bottom CU, and 
either begins proper and ends impro- 
per, or the contrary. 

The modern dancers have altered 

this into changing ſides; but the tract 

ſhews the proper and genteelleſt way. 

E, 7 0 Whole Figure. 

(Fig. g.) This may either ds ins 

fingly, or by both parties, moving. 
Die C 4 | CORN» 
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trary ways through the ſame CU (the 
man always obſerving to give the wo- 
man the preference of paſſing through 
firſt); and either, at top or bottom. 

To Lead up and down again, and Caſt 

of. 

(Fig. 6.) Here you lead down one 
CU and parting one hand, immediately 

Join the other, and lead up again; 
then parting, caſt off one CU; ob- 
ſerving not tolead down too far, as by 
that means you will be left behind in 
your time. 

To Stoins right hands, and. caſt iff one 
| n 

(Fig. 7.) The tracts and direction 
for the arms is ſufficient to explain 

this; 

0 
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this; but be ſure to part hands while. 
your faces are towards, moving for- 
wards in W on PR Own pro- 
per ſides. | ? f 

2 Hunt. 

(Fig. 8.) This is chiefly done round 

one CU, as in the plate, though it 
may be done in any figure that a dance 

directs when the woman hunts the 
man, as is ſhewn by the tract round 
the ſecond CU; the wan turns his 
back to his partner, and moving from 

her quite round the ſecond CU, ſhe 
moving after him round the ſecond 
man only, this ending, improper. is 
generally followed by the man's hunt- 

jag the woman by tne FRO di: ections, 

which ends 8 511 313 
£ 4 a 7 * 

' : # 129 0 
1 2 E 23 : #4 

* 
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To Back to Back, 

(Fig. 9.) This is no more than the 
man and woman both moving for- 
wards, then a little ſideways to the 

right, and again ſtraight backwards; 
and may be done in any part of the 
dance, 

To Right. hands acreſs. 

(Fig. 10.) This 1s done ſometimes 

with the right, and ſometimes with 
the left hands; but the tract ſhews. 

each perſon taking right hands with 
their oppoſite corner, and moving a 
complete circle forwards round, and 
be ſure end in your proper places. 

To three or four Hands round. 

(Fig. 11, and 12.) Theſe are both 
performed the ſame way, by joining 

both: * 
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(43) 
both hands, and all moving round on 
a circle to the right, ſtopping in your 
proper places; three hands is done 
arſt with the ſecond woman, and then 

with the ſecond man, 

Of DovBLe Ficures by Tract 

Lines. 

To Caſt off two Couple. 

(Fig. 13.) This 1s the ſame with- 

one CU, only repeated behind the 
third CV; making a diſtinction in the 
middle by moving a little in. To caſt 

up two Couple, is only moving up 
from the end of the tract to the top. 

To Lead down two Couple, and Caſt up one. 

(Fig. 14.) This is the ſame as one 
CU, only leading down a CU lower 

before 
| 
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before you caſt up. To lead up two 
Couple (which is commonly called to 
the top) and caſt off one, 1s only be- 
ginning at the third CU's place, and 
moving the contrary way. 

To Croſs over two Couple. 

(Fig. 15.) The tract plainly ſhews 
this; but you are to take care to pals 
each time on your right hand ſides. 
To crols up two Couple 1s beginning at 
the third CU's place, and moving up 
by the ſame direction. 

To Caſt off one CU and Croſs over to the 
bottom. 

(Fig. 16.) The, tract alſo plaialy 
ſhews this; and it ending improper, 

is generally followed by caſting up one 

C 

ſa 
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CU, and croſſing up to the top, which 
is only moving back again in the 
ſame tract, and ends proper. 

To Whole figure down and up. 

(Fig. 17.) This may be done two 
ways, viz. either begun on the inſide, 

as by the figure in the plate, which 
ſerves for the long direction mentioned 
in the preface; or on the outſide, 
which will ſerve for this direction, 
(viz.) to caſt off one CU, and leack 
through the bottom and caſt up, then 
lead through the top, to which is 

generally added caſt off. The firſt 
part of this, containing three ſigures, 
and the time allowed for them but 

anſwerable to two, or the whole five 

but as four; the only method is to 
make the ſteps in ygur movements 

pro- 
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proportionably long, according to the 
number of circles or turnings, in 

your figures, that you may end them 
with the time or part of the tune 
allowed for them: this muſt likewiſe 

be obſerved in any other figure, that 
has a number of circles. This may 
allo be performed up and down, be- 
ginning at the third CU's place; 
though I do not remember to have ſeen. 

it made uſe of. 

To Swing Left hands, man caſt off and 
woman caſt up. 

(Fig. 18.) You muſt take care 
not to ſwing much above halt 

round, and part with your faces to- 
wards, caſting the man off on his own 
ſide, and the woman up on her own” 

ſide. | 3 
* 2 To 
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To Lead outſides from the middle. 
(Fig. 19.) This, 'though two com- 

plete figures requiring one part of the 

tune played twice over, I have de- 

ſcribed by one tract, as they are 
generally put together; but be ſure 

always, if from the middle, to lead 

out at the man's fide ' firſt, by the 
man's right, and woman's left hands 
and on coming again into the middle, 
lead out at the woman's fide with the 
other hands, ending in the ſccond 

CU's place proper. 

This figure the modern dancers 
have turned into galloping out at the 
ſides, firſt to the one wall, and then 

to the other: but ĩt ĩs neither the pro- 
per figure nor ſo genteel. 

Vo 
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To Lead ont at the woman's fide from the 
top. 

(Fig. 20.) This 1s plainly under- 
ſtood by the tract, and uſe of the 
Arms. 

To Lead out at the man's fide and half 
figure to the top. 

(Fig. 21) This is deſcribed by 
the firſt part of Fig. 19. but inſtead 
of meeting again 1n the middle, the 
man half figures behind the ſecond 
man, and the woman half figures 
beginning through the middle, round 

the ſecond woman into your own 
places. 

7 o Cut Corners. 

(Fig. 22.) This is very ealy by 
the tract, and may be done either by 

the 

t 

a” ao. ĩ f Lott I . a 
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the man at bottom and woman at top, 
or woman at bottom and man at top. 
This requires long ſteps. 

To Draw off round the ſecond CU. 

(Fig. 23.) This needs no further 
explanation, but that the firſt man 
and third woman muſt move back- 
wards, and draw their partners quite 
round the ſecond CU, into their pro- 
per places. This is often done half 
round, and back again. 

This requires very ſhort ſteps, eight 
is too few to get round with, and ſix- 
teen common ſteps would bring you 
too ſoon to your places, | 

To Draw off behind the ſecond man and 
third woman. 

(Fig. 24.) In this only one CU 

moves, the man drawing the woman ; 
"BY i 
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it may alſo be done the other way, by 

the woman drawing the man, or in 
any other figure the compoſer of a 
dance may pleaſe to direct. 

To Six hands round, 

(Fig. 25.) All ſix join both hands, 
and move round on 4 circle to the 
right; being ſure to op 1 in your pro- 
per places. 

To hole Figure at ſop and bottom. 

(Fig. 26.) This is plain by the 
tract, and may either be done by the 
man at bottom, and woman at top, as 

in the plate; or by the woman at 
bottom, and man at top, both moving 

at the ſame time. 

To 
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ö To Half Figure at bottom and then at 
1 rp. 

(Fig. 27.) This is done by both 
parties, firſt through the botrom CU, 
and then through the top CU; but 
requires either very long ſteps, or very 
ſhort ones, according as the compoſer 
of a dance allows you time. 

IN the foregoing inſtructions, I 
have deſcribed all the figures I can re- 
member to have ſeen made uſe of in 
country-dancing; but do not pretend 

to ſay, that there may not be more com- 
poſed from them; by the ſame rule that 
a number of changes can be made 
upon a certain number of bells: as you 
may obſerye thar even thoſe I have 
treated of, are many of them made up 
doubls figures, by joining two ſingle 

D 3 ones, 
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ones, ſuch as (Fig. 15.) being to caſt 
off one CU as (Fig. 1.) and croſs over 

one CU, as (Fig. 3.) and ſo of 
others. | 

But as a perſon of judgment in this 
art may, at ſome time, ſee a figure 
done which 1s not laid down, or may 
for their own fancy contrive one, I 
have left blank ſpaces at the bottom of 
the plates, where they may with eaſe 
draw out any new figure with a pen, 

IN. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

FOR 

Taking off any Dancer from the 
Printed DIRECTIONS. 

OU are firſt to obſerve that at the 
end of each ſtrain (or part of 

the tune) there is always a mark which 
ſignifies, that the figure before it muſt 

anſwer to ſo much of the tune, and 

ought to end exactly rog=ther; this 
done, you are to proceed to the figure 
between that and the next mark, and 

ſo on to the end. 

' Theſe marks are put down in dif- 
ferent ways, by different people; but 

the moſt intelligible way is this, at the 
| D 3 end 
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end of each ſtrain I put a ſtroke (viz.) 
for the firſt ſtrain one thus, —; for 

the ſecond ſtrain two, =; the third, 

; and if four ſtrains, = : and ſor 

the firſt time played, I put a dott over 
the lines, and for the fecond time two 

dotts one over and one under the 

lines, if two figures are mentioned 
in one direction, and requires one 
ſtrain played twice over: for example 
to foot acroſs and turn, I mark it 

thus, =; or lead outſides thus = 

Some ftrains contain four bars or 
times of moving, ſome eight, and 
ſome ſixteen; and conſequently, a four- 

bar ſtrain can only anſwer to one ſingle 
figure; an eight-bar ſtrain, to twa 

ſingle, or one double figure; and a 
fixtzen-bar ſtrain, to two double 
figures ; and are marked all the ſame: 

but 
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but for the more ready obſervation, 
here follows a table of them. 

TABLE of the MARES. 

FIRST SrRAIN. 

Of four, eight, or ſixteen bars played 
once, 2 

Ditto played twice, — 

SECOND STRAIN. 

Of four, . or ſixteen bars played 

; Once, 44 = 

Ditto, played twice, 1 

Tump STRAIN. 

Of Ditto, once, 

Ditto, twice, 44 47 b 

D 4 FourTH 
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FourRTH STRAIN. 

Of four, eight, or ſixteen bars, played 
once, : 1 

Ditto twice, . 

Two double figures mentioned toge- 
ther, to an eight-bar ſtrain, played 
twice, for the | 

Firſt ſtrain, 1. 

Second ſtrain, . 

When the tune is repeated, which is 
commonly the caſe to finiſh the dance, 
the ſame marks ſerve as well for the 
ſecond time as the firſt. 

The foregoing rules all ſtrictly ob- 
ſerved, each figure ending at the pro- 
per time, and concluding the whole 
dance in the ſecond CU's place pro- 
161 ik per, 
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per, you may then be ſaid to dance 

true. 

Hence I ſhall proceed to give ſome 
examples, for the better underſtanding 
of what I have already ſhe wn. 

EXAMPLE I. 

Of two Strains, one of four and one of 
eight Bars, each played twice. 

DANIEL Coop ER. 

AST off one CU — and up 

again = Foot acroſs, and 

turn Foot acroſs without turn« 

ing == Croſs over and half figure 

= and right and left = 

You ſee by the firſt two figures of 
this dance being ſingle, and ſeperately 

6 marked, 
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marked, that the firſt ſtrain is but of 

four bars played twice, the next fi · 
gures are two double ones, continued 
in one direction, and conſequently take 
up an eight- bar ſtrain played twice 
(here the tunes ends, being but of 
two ſtrains); the third figures, are two 

ſingle ones in one ditection, which 
again takes the firſt ſtrain of four 
bars played twice; and the laſt two 
figures are double, but ſeperately 

marked, which makes up the ſecond 
ſtrain of eight bars played twice, 
This as well as all other dances re- 

quiring but two Couple to perform 
them, are called ſingle dances. 

Ex. 
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EXAMPLE II. 
Of two Strains of eight Bars, _ each 

played twice. 

The CAukRONIAN'Ss Rant. 

AST off two CU T, and up 
again - Croſs over two CU = 

tead to the top and caſt off = Foot 
contrary corners, and turn — and 

lead outſides — 

This dance you ſee, contains all 
double figures, and conſequently each + 
takes up the whole eight-bar ſtrain, 
but the laſt being directed at twice, 

are marked as before explained. 

This as well as all other dances, re- 

quiring three Couple to perform them, 
are called double dances. 

E X- 
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EXAMPLE III. 

Of three Strains of eight Bars, each 
; played rice. 

T he Scare Bonꝝgzr. 

OUR hands acroſs — and back 

again, — Foot acroſs and turn 

. 
E ˙ ̇ —˙ ©. T 

Croſs and half cute = = and right 

190 left = 

Hands acroſs at the beginning of a 
dance, is always done firſt with the 
right hands, and then with the left. 

The marks of this dance you may 
eaſily underſtand by mene in your 
table. 

In the above three examples, young 
beginners, who do not underſtand 

ſome 
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ſome of the figures, muſt refer to 
the Pans or ee 8. 

All the eben iactroctions C4 
ing fo plain and eaſy, a perſon with a 
common good memory, may with a 
few times peruſing them with care, re- 
tain all of them from beginning to 
end ; I ſhall therefore only further ad- 
viſe, a cloſe application for a little 
time, by which, and my inſtructions, 

any perſon. may ſoon become a profi- 

cient. | 

N. B. An eight-bar] ſtrain played 
once, is the ſame. with a  four-bar 

ſtrain played twice; and a ſixteen- 
bar ſtrain played once, is the ſame. 
as an eight. bar New Jn das twice, 

HOMERS 99711 SVOOE S114 , 

On ob one 219801290 

A NEW 
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A NE W 

COUNTRY DANCE 
FOR 

A choice ſett of proficients of 

two, four, fix « or eight couples, 

containing all the ſingle figures. 

New CtizisTMAs Eve. 

IRSTS caſt off one CU, and up 
again ſeconds caſt up one CU, 

and off again + Foot acroſs and turn 

= Four hands acroſs, and back 
== 

- 

again = firſts lead down one CU, 

and caſt up = ſeconds lead up one CU 
and caſt off + fijfls croſs over, and 

half figure 2 and four hands round 

2 ſeconds croſs over, and half figure 
3a Ty 

6. == 
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= and right and left = all lead to 
the walls, and return = firſts lead up, 
and ſeconds down, and. turn. firſts 

whole figure through t e frebnds © 
ſeconds the ſame rey the firſts + 
firſts lead down and up again, and caſt 
off = ; ſeconds do the ſame, = firſts 

| ſwinging right hands and caſt off — 

ſeconds do the ſame, = firſts hunt 

round the ſeconds twice, = ; ſeconds 
o w- 

hunt round the firſts twice S a pol fieſt 

men lead through ſingle, * all clap 
hands once = Firſt women do the 

ſame, and all clap hands twice, + All 

foot and turn round ſingle, and beat 

three times with the feet = All back 

to back with your partners, and cla 
hands thrice = = All change corners, 
and, beat thrice = All foot and 
turn partners half round, and clap 

| thrice = N. B. 
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N. B. This being different from the 
common way of country-dancing, you 
muſt oblerve that every two Couple 
(which I call farſts and ſeconds) perform 
the whole dance by themſelves, and 

end all their figures in their proper 
places, except the two laſt which is de- 

ſigned to ſhift the firſt CU”s into the 
ſecond's place, and ſecond CU's into 
the firſt; when you are to begin again 
all together, and may continue fo 
doing as long as you pleaſe z; though 
twice is intended to finith the dance. 

N. B. The laſt ſix figures will ſerve 
for a dance in the common way. 
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ANOTHER, 

FOR 

Three, ſix, nine, or twelve couple, 

containing all the DovusBLEg 

FIGURES. 

NEW TwEITTU NicurT. 

IRS Ts caſt off two Couple and 
up again E thirds caſt up one CU 

and croſs up to the top, and caſt off 
again and croſs over to the bottom 
ſeconds lead through the top and 
caſt off, and lead through the bottom 
and caſt up = firſts croſs over two 
Couple — and croſs up again ; thirds 
whole figure up and down again, be- 
gin on the inſide =; ſeconds cut 

corners then foot and turn = ;, firſts 

lead out at the woman's fide = then 
lead out at the man's fide, and half 

: E. figure 
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figure into your own places third 
men ſhift partners, with the firſt men 
= Seconds ſwing left hands, the men 
caſt off and women caſt up, then foot 
and turn proper = Firſt men and third 
woman draw their partners round the 

ſecond Couple — Seconds foot con- 

trary corners and turn = And hey 
improper ſides, then foot and turn 
= All lead to the wall and return 
- Firſts lead up and thirds lead 

down and return — Seconds whole 
figure at top and bottom, then three 
hands round the fame - All lead off 
arm in arm Firſts draw off round 
the ſecond men and third women — 
And half figure up, beginning on the 
inſide - Thirds caſt up two Couple 
and lead down, feconds and firſts fol- 
low = Six hands round, then all 
foot and turn partners = Seconds 

2 2 ſwing 
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ſwing contrary corners and middle 

by turns = And lead outſides then 

half figure at bottom and then at top, 
and clap hands twice = Firſts lead 
down two Couple and caſt vp ſeconds 

and thirds follow Second men 

caſt off and women caſt up and foot 
three abreaſt at top and 5ottom, then 
women off and men up, and foot 

abreaſt ſides and beat four times with 

the fcet Thirds lead to the top 

and caſt off one CU, then firſts half 

figure down on their own ſides, and 
clap hands four times = 

N. B. Here every three CU perform 
the whole dance by themſelves, and by 
the two laſt figures all three change 
places, viz. ſeconds are now firſts, 

and thirds are ſeconds, and firſts ate 
E 2 thirds: 

SF 
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thirds: this may alſo be done as often 
as you pleaſe, but by doing it three 
times, each returns to their proper 
places, which is intended to finiſh 
the dance, 

S OM TE 
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8 OM E. 

. 

GOOD MANNERS 

To be Obſerved by 

COUNTRY DANCERS. 

Zak, That the top CU having the 
call, none ought to dance it down 

in a different way; and the callers 
have the liberty of dancing down a 

ſecond time. 

Secondly, That no perſon, with- 
out ſome accident, or ſufficient reaſon, 

ſhall fit down or leave the dance till it 

be quite finiſhed. 

Thirdly, 



1 
Thirdly, That none ſhall ſtand too 

cloſe in converſation, except where 
they know they cannot obſtruct the 
dancing. 

Fourthly, That any perſon, for 
ſufficient reaſons, being obliged to 
leave the dance, ſhall, upon theic 

return, be permitted to ſtand in their 
former place. 

Fifchly, That none ſhould offer to 

take place of another after the firſt 

dance is begun. 

Sixthly, That no gentlemen mould 

dance in their boots, or without their 

gloves, nor pull the ladies rudely 

about, which is often complained of, 
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